SOME SEE JUST A CABLE

WE SEE
DELIVERIES
THROUGH
FIRE AND WATER

Why choose Scankab?
• Full-line supplier of cables and cable management
• Day to day shipment / high security of supply
• Own production and development
• Cut in customer-specified lengths
• Special packaging
• Customer-specific products kept in stock
• Personal service

FULL-LINE SUPPLIER
TO MARINE AND OFF-SHORE

Naturally, our range of
marine and off-shore cables
are certified and approved,
as required.

Uniform quality, documentation and high security of supply are
inescapable demands on Scankab as supplier of cables and cable
management to the marine and off-shore industries.
Operating safety aboard
Scankab’s range of maritime and off-shore cables comprises a
range of particularly heard-wearing cables, which all are duly
approved. Our halogen-free and fire-proof maritime cables are
especially designed to transmitting current in extreme conditions - in the event of fire, for instance.
Our off-shore cables are designed for use, e.g. on drilling platforms, where there are risks such as slurry, drilling material or
cleaning agents. The cables are UV-proof, water-repellent and
slurry-resistant. All our cables have been thoroughly tested to
guarantee their durability in demanding environments.

”The particularly stringent requirements
made of products used in the marine and
off-shore industries confirm that the
market requires products of high quality
paired with the wish for technical and
professional sparring. In this respect,
Scankab is able to make an important
contribution and ensure that the right
products are available.”
Morten Rasmussen,
CEO, Scankab

Designer, manufacturer
and supplier

High-quality marine ladders

At Scankab, we understand the importance
of uniform quality, short response times
and flexibility. Our setup is adapted to our
customers’ needs. Each day, we supply a wide
range of marine and off-shore companies,
which use cables and cable management for
everything from building new to renovating
or updating ships and drilling platforms.

Scankab keeps a wide range of marine
ladders and accessories in stock. The
ladders are available in HDG or 316SS and
thicknesses of 3 to 5 mm.

Find our marine and off-shore range

scankab.com

We supply your cables
ready-measured

TOXFREE ®

• Installations cables
• EMC screened cables
• Fireproof cables
• Instrument cables
• Signal cables
• Fitting wire
• Data cables
• and much more...

TOXFREE ®

marine

XTCUZ1-K

XTCUZ1-K (AS+)
IEC 60331

XTREM® OFFSHORE
BFOU

📎

Scankab.com
Build a catalogue

SCANKAB SET OUT AS
THE CABLE INDUSTRY’S
ANSWER TO ”GARAGE ROCK”
From the outset, Scankab was the rebel of the cable industry.
The business sold cables from a small garage store room and
challenged the cable market. Today, setting new industry
standards is still part of Scankab’s DNA. Scankob develops,
manufactures and delivers quality cables and routings for
electrical installation jobs.

+45 7020 3455
We believe in direct communication
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